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The game was released on September 13th, 2018 after more than three years in development. The mobile version has been downloaded over 1
million times since it's initial release and the PC versions were downloaded over a million times. Due to the lengthy development cycle of this title

and the popularity of the original "Coins & Curses" game United Pixelworkers is planning to release a sequel to this title before April 2019.",

If you're looking for a fun and exciting game to play in your free time, then go ahead and try out Coin master game. This is a terrific online game for
all ages. It's free to play and very easy to start. You'll definitely enjoy the endless hours of fun that this online game has to offer!",

Addictive by Rachie6666 on 2014/08/27 17:35 I love this game! It's so cool that you can have so many games going at once. You get bonus
coins for each one. It's super easy and all I do is swipe my screen and I'm done. It's pretty fun and I love it!",

As of September 2018 Coin Master is available on the following platforms: Apple iOS, Google Android, Amazon Fire TV, and Amazon Fire
Tablet. The developer states that they have no plans to release the game on PC or console platforms at this time. The game has received a tiered

rating of 4 out of 5 stars (out of 1 votes), with a user review stating that "It's not a bad game at all", but that "I would say it's more candy than
game". This rating puts it in line with other games in its genre.",

Great app, but... by Anubis_In_Da_Club on 2013/11/27 15:02 I love this game, but I hated the fact that you had to wait a while until you could
start another game. It was very frustrating. Overall, it is amazing! It's my favorite game because it's not like every other puzzle word app there is

out there.",
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